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Neural networks were originally developed in cognitive science to stucly the

function of the brain. They have been shown to be universai anct highly flexible

approxirnators which clo not necessarily require resffictive error term assumptions neeclecl

for parametric approaches such as the Box-Jenkins ARIMA rnoclels. Neural networks have

been widely usecl in engineering ancl computer science for classification ancl pattern

recognition ancl began to become more popular around 1985 when the rnethocl of

backpropagation was introducecl by the PDP group.

The objective of this stucly was to compare traditional AzuMA time series rnoclels

with neural networks to see which can procluce the superior forecast. The properties ancl

behavior of the data ale first examined and it is tested for nonlinear and chaotic behavior,

using monthly US cattle prices from 1973-lc)90. Grassberger ancl Procaccia, BDS, ancl

Hurst exponent tests are used to test for nonlinear and chaotic behavior. The results

showecl no such behavior. Therefore, linear rnodels such as ARIMA models appear to be

suitable for modelling cattle prices. But neural networks may have an advantage over

line¿r ARIMA models because they clo not requhe clifferencing ancl they also are less

sensitive to violations of error term assumptions.

Forecasts were exalîined for errors and for the correct turning point prediction,

in orcler to evaluate buying and selling signals. Results of neural network moclels showecl

that they were able to successfully forecast prices out of sarnple with considerably more

accuracy than ARIMA rnoclels.

ABSTRACT
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Expert opinion, econometric, and time series rnethods have fi'aclitionally been usecl

for price forecasting. Tirne series techniques such as Box-Jenkins ARIMA have proven

in tnany cases to be at least as effective as other economefric techniques in tenns of

forecasting power (Branclt ancl Bessler; Harris and Leutholcl; Dorfinan ancl Mclntosh). I¡

adclition, a great aclvantage of tirne series rnodels ovel econometric rnoclels is that they

are highly cost efficient in terms of required data. They require fewer variables than

econometric models, because they usually require only past lags of the clependent variable.

However, recent success of neural networks in engineering ancl physical science

has openecl a new area of inquiry for econornics and price forecasting problerns. Neural

networks are colnputational sffuctures which milnic the function of the human brain. They

have been shown to have universal approxirnation power which can approximate all clata

generating processes. The objective of this study is therefore to compare the forecasting

power of traclitional time series moclels with neural network moclels. This stucly uses

ARIMA titne series models as a benchrnark for forecasting US cattle prices ancl

investigates whether neural networks can produce better forecasts than ARIMA time series

moclels.

The organizatiotl of the study is as follows. Chapter two analyzes the properties

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION



of the data and tests the data series for chaotic behavior. This proceclure is important

because the behavior of the clata and its properties have important irnplications for

forecasting. Monthly US cattle pr-ices are used and the period is from 1973-1990. A

chaotic series can be clefined as a series which appears ranclom but in reality is not

randotn. Chaotic series are a subset of nonlinear processes that cannot be rnoclelecl by

linear time series or linear regression models. If prices are generated by nonlinear

processes, then linear tirne series rnodels such as ARIMA ale no longer relevant.

Therefore, it is necessary to cletennine whether ARIMA rnodels are an appropriate choice

for rnoclelling US cattle prices. Since the presence of nonlinear behavior ancl chaos in tirne

series usually is not pickecl up by the conventional tests and methocls, Hurst (Manclelbrot),

Grassberger and Plocaccia, ancl Brock et al., have proposed tests which ale usecl here.

They can pick up chaotic and subtle nonlinear behavior which conventional tests fail to

identify.

Since neural networks are nonlinear and flexible, they are likely to outperforrn

ARIMA models if the data is nonlinear. However, even if the data is linear, neural

networks rnay still have advantages over ARIMA rnodels. This is because they clo not

strictly irnpose the differencing requirement on non-stationary clata ancl they are also less

sensitive to violations of naditional enol' term regression assumptions than ARIMA

rnodels.

The thircl chapter explains the structure of neural networks. Neural networks were

originally developed in cognitive science ancl later were usecl in engineering for pattem

recognition and classification. This chapter covers the history of neural networks,

2



topology, transfer functions, learning algorithrns ancl optirnization, out of sarnple

prediction, and the statistical aspects of neural networks in relation to regression analysis

ancl applications to the economic forecasting problerns.

Chapter four exalnines the out of sarnple forecasting power of ARIMA rnoclels

with that of neural network models. The data are first examinecl for stationarity, ancl

proper differencing is undertaken to estimate the ARIMA rnoclel. This sarne clifferencecl

data is usecl for training a fully connectecl single hidden layer neural network. At the

forecasting stage, each forecasted value is usecl to perform the next step forecast without

re-estimating the model or re-training the network. Forecasts are examinecl not only for

forecast etror, but also for correct turning point precliction ancl price clirection so that

buying ancl selling performance is taken into account.

In chapter five, the out of sarnple forecasting power of the ARIMA model is

cotnparecl with the neural network rnoclel when both actual ancl differenced data are usecl

as inputs for the neural network. The ARIMA models in this chapter still use the

differencecl data because it is necessary for these rnodels to work with stationary clata.

Howevet, clifferencing lnay cause loss of information inhelent in the clata, which rnay put

the ARIMA models at a disadvantage. Since it is believed that actual clata will capture

the trend in the data ancl clifferenced data may capture the deviation arouncl the trencl, ancl

since neural netwotks do not irnpose such a clifferencing restriction on the clata, both

actual ancl differenced data are used for the neural network moclel. Therefore, they rnay

provide better forecasts than the ARIMA rnodel. Two exffa years of out of sample clata

are also aclcled for this rnodel in orcler to provide a more comprehensive test of out of



sample performance.



Introduction

TESTING FOR CHAOS AND NONLINEAR DYNAMICS

Developrnents in the stucly of chaotic time series reveal that conventional tests

may not be able to pick up sorne of the nonrandom behavior. As a result, a seerningly

randorn variable may not be truly random ancl inference based on this estirnation can be

rnisleading. Moreover, there are reasons to believe that some economic variables rnay be

chaotic (Baurnol and Benhabib). Therefore, before adclressing the forecasting accuracy of

prices frorn their past prices by the linear rnodels, it is necessary to understancl the

behavior of the data and to rnake sure that the linear rnodel is an appropriate lnethocl.

The objective of this chapter is therefore to test for the presence of chaos ancl

nonlineal dynarnics in prices. If the data is found to be linear, then traclitional time series

models are appropriate. However, if nonlinear dynarnics are present, then AzuMA rnodels

are no longer suitable. In such cases, flexible functional fonn models such as neural

network rnodels should be usecl.

While cattle price behavior has been analyzedby nurnerous researchers, this is the

first study to test for chaos and nonlinear dynamics in cattle prices. The theoretical

background of chaotic tirne series are discussed followed by a discussion of the tests used

to adclress the above problern. Results of the tests are discussecl, followed by a conclusion.

CHAPTER 2



Definition

Chaos may be defined as a nonlinear deterministic process that is nonranclom but

looks random (Hsieh). Chaotic series are a subset of nonlinear processes which generate

increasingly cornplex and irregular results (Larrain). The rnappitrg Xt = .f(x,-,) is chaotic

if there is a nonlinear feedback frorn the current realization of the process to its future

behavior and if the systern's coefficients pass their critical level (Savit). The following

Theoretical Background

logistic rnap equation is a classic exarnple of such a dynamic system:

x,=Ax,_,(l -x,-,)

where x, is from the interval [0,1] ancl A = [0,4]. Once A exceecls 3.57,theprocess begins

producing a rich variety of behavior which rarely repeat themselves in finite sarnples. [n

this case, if x, is plotted against x,-,, visual inspection of the process cannot clistinguish

its behavior from a random process. In rnany cases the spectrum and the autocovariance

function of the chaotic series are the satne as white noise (Brock et al. 1992).

Properties

Although a chaotic series rnay look randorn, it has certain properties which makes

it different frorn a randotn process. The first property is that increasing the ernbeclcling

dimension of chaotic series cloes not change the dimension of theil attractors. The

embeclding dirnension is the dirnension of a geometric space in which any scaler tirne

series can be ernbedcled. This dirnension can vauy from t'tvo to higher values. For

example, equation 2.I can be plotted in a two dimensional space such that one axis

represents x, and the other axis represents xr+r. The attractor of equation 2.1 is a one

(2.r)



climensional curve which is observed in that space. Now, if another dirnension to the

above space is aclcled, e.g. for X¡a2, ârìd the series are clrawn in this 3 clirnension space, the

atffactor of equation 2.1 still remains one dimensional. [n contrast, for ranclorn nurnbers,

the clirnension of the attractor will increase with increasing the ernbeclcling clirnensions.

The seconcl property of chaotic series which makes it different from a random

process is its sensitivity to the initial state. That is, a small error in measuring the initial

state exponentially arnplifies into the future realization of such series.

The third property, which is sirnilar to the seconcl, is that small changes in the

parameter of the moclel drarnatically change the behavior of the process. For example, in

equation 2.1, once A takes on values greater than 3.5J, the long run behavior of x,

becornes abrupt and totally different frorn its past.

Another itnportant difference between random nurnbers ancl a chaotic series is that

the routes of chaotic series to the chaos are the satne. That is, chaotic systems evolve

frorn having one equilibriurn solution to 2,4,8, ..., ancl 2" equilibriurn solutions until they

become chaotic. This phenolnenon is callecl bifurcation ancl is indepenclent of the type of

rnapping which generates such a series.

lrnplications and Previous Stuclies

One irnplication of chaos theory is that before drawing any infererìce upon a time

series, it should be examinecl for hidden nonlinearity in the error term. The first propefiy

can be used to builcl tests of nonlinearity as will be cliscussecl in the next section. Another

irnplication of chaos theory is that if the process is not generated by a very complex



moclel, it should have short terrn preclictability but not with linear rnodels (Hsieh).

Howevet, the initial state dependence frorn the seconcl property indicates the irnportance

of conect specification of the initial state of the process. The thircl property warns that

a rnodel that fits very well for past prices may not be able to perform well in the future

if the price series is governecl by chaos. This is because the process visits every point on

its interval and it may take a long tirne before repeating itself. Therefore, care should be

taken when atternpting to forecast chaotic prices.

The study of chaotic time series began in natural science, physics and chernistry,

and further attractecl economists for stuclying econornic variables (Willey). Ernpirical

applications of nonlinear dynarnics are rnainly concentated in macro econornic analysis

or capital tnarkets (Barnett and Chen; Scheinkrnan and LeBaron). However, recently there

have been a few stuclies tlying to acldress nonlinear clynarnics in the comrnoclity markets

(Blank; Chavas and Holt; Yang ancl Brorsen). Results of these studies are rnixed, as

Chavas and Holt founcl cletenninistic chaos in the dairy rnarket, Blank found it in the

soybean market, while Yang and Brorsen (1992) concluded that changes in cash prices

of seven cornrnodities they studied did not follow a low climension deterministic chaos

process. Yang ancl Brorsen (1993) also founcl no strong suppoil for or against

detenninistic chaos in the futures markets for most of the above commoclities.

Methods of Identifying Chaos

The underlying properties of chaotic time series suggest ways of identifying thern

frorn truly ranclotn variables. Tests of chaos include the Grassberger and Procaccia test,



the BDS test, ancl the Hurst exponent test (Lorenz). This stucly wili perfonn the above

three tests for the case of US cattle prices.

()rassberger and Procaccia Method

Since chaotic processes eventually repeat themselves, one can start by plotting the

rnap of x,*' against x, in a two dilnensional space ancl exalnine whether there is any

pattern in the clata after a large number of iterations. If there is no pattern in the two

dilnensional space, the three dirnensional space is tlied. However, a problern with this

rnethod is that visual inspection of patterns in the data in a three dimensional spaces is

difficult ancl for higher than three dirnensional rnappings, it is irnpossible. The

Grassberger ancl Procaccia (GP) methocl ovelcolnes this probleln and identifies patterns

in an m ernbedding dirnension space. The steps in GP method are as follows:

First, filter the data by removing any autocorlelation. This is done by fitting a

proper AR(p) rnodel into the data ancl retrieving the residuals for the next step. Second,

specify an ernbedding dirnension m and a radius e. Then specify the points in m-

dimensional space such that

xrt = x,

x,2 = (x,,, x,)

Third, calculate the correlation integral C*.r(e)

Cn,,r(s) = (2/T,,(1"-,))[I,., I(ll *, - x', ll

by

<e)l

I

(2.2)



where T. = T- m +1 and I is a binary variable equal to one if the difference between x,

and x. is less than e and equal zero otherwise. Fourth, start with setting m=2 ancl calculate

the correlation integral C,n,r(e) for different values of e. Then regress ln(C',.r(e)) on ln(e)

to get the slope coefficient d, which is callecl the correlation climension. Repeat the above

calculation until the correlation dimension cl,o for conesponcling levels of ernbeclcling

dimension tn is calculated. Finally, examine the relationship between cl,n ancl rn by

plotting d,o against rn. If the correlation dirnension increases with m but stabilizes beyoncl

certain values of tn, then it can be concluded that the data is chaotic. [n contrast, if cl,n

continues to increase with increasing values of rn, then the data is white noise.

BDS Test

The GP Inethod has several lirnitations (Hsieh). First, it is a descriptive ancl not

a statistical test. Second, it fails to clistinguish some nonlinear models, such as ARCH,

from chaotic models. Thfucl, in a small sarnple size d,n it is biasecl downward showing that

chaos is present, when it rnay not be. To correct the above problerns, Brock et al. (1987)

extencled the idea of the correlation clirnension to a statistical test known as the BDS test.

This test can be considerecl as a statistical representation of the GP method. The idea

behind the BDS test is that if a scalal tirne series is randornly sarnplecl from an iclentically

and inclependently distributecl population (IID), then its correlation climension must

increase with increasing the ernbeclding dirnension. i.e.

C,,r(e) = Cr,r(Ê)'n

Brock et al. showed that the difference berween both sides of (2.3),

10

(2.3)
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standarcl cleviation of c,,, asymptotically has a nonnal clistribution. i.e.

W*,r(e) = T'/t[C,,,r(e) - (C,,r(e))''l/q",-r(e¡ 

-N(0,1)
where T is the sarnple size, C',,r(t) is the correlation integral, and q,,r(e) is the standarcl

cleviation of C,, . Note that the BDS test uses C,o instead of logC," as in the GP methocl.

The BDS test is a test of null of IID against the alternatives. Therefore, rejection

of IID cloes not autotnatically imply chaos. Hsieh suggests that in adclition to chaos, there

are two other canclidates for the rejection of IID; structural changes and conditional

heteroscedasticity.

To perfonn the test, Brock et al.(1992, p. 175) ernphasize that the assurnption of

stationarity is crucial in the above test. Therefore, the steps to perfonn the above test are

as follows:

l) Make the clata stationary

2) Rernove autocorrelation from the data.

3) Cornpute the correlation dirnension for various m and e.

4) Apply the test. If IID is rejected, then further test for presence of structural changes

and conditional heteroscedasticity versus chaos.

The optirnal perfonnance of BDS test lequires 500+ observations. However, Brock

et al. (lc)92) pointecl out that "everì with 50 to 200 observations, BDS performs fairly well

cornpared to the other tests."

(2.4)

Hurst Exponent Method

ln the study of long-term reservoir storage, Hurst clefined a scalecl ranged statistics,
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R/S, which measures the cumulative departures of a scaler time series frorn its mean. The

R/S statistic is computed by the following formula (Mandelbrot):

where

c"=ÐV,-Mr)
r=l

CN = curnulative deviation over N periocls

Xt = observation in tirne t, t=1,...,N

MN = average X, over N periocls

The range R is then defined as the difference between maximum and minirnum value of

C* defined above. Hurst proposecl to rescale the range by the stanclard cleviatioli of X,, S,

ancl formulated the following relationship:

R/S = (a*N)I{

where a is a constant and H is the Hurst exponent. R/S is expected to increase with N.

The Hurst exponent has the advantage that it is a distribution free classifier which

can identify random variables from non-random. Hurst ancl Feller indepenclently showecl

that for a purely landom series, H is equal to 0.5. On the other hancl, if H + 0.5, then the

series has memory and is not ranclorn.

The application of the Hurst exponent to economics includes Greene ancl Fielitz

(1977), using security prices, Booth et a,l.(1982a, 1982b), using exchange rates ancl golcl

tnarkets, Hehns et al.(1984), using futures markets, ancl Peters (1991) using the stock

market. The procedure for the calculation of Hurst exponent is as follow (Peters 1991):

i) the selies of residuals is divided into subseries of equally srnall ranges N ancl then the

R/S of subseries are cornputed and are averaged by dividing by the nurnber of subseries.

12
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ii) the range of subseries N is increased ancl the corresponding average R/S are computecl.

iii) the Hurst exponent, H, is estimated by the regression rnoclel:

log(R/S) = log(a) + Hlog(N) + u

where u is the error tenn.

Monthly cash prices are used to avoid noise found in daily or weekly clata. Prices

in $/100 lb of cattle (900-1100 lb) in Ornaha are used ro tesr for the presence of nonlinear

dynarnics and chaos. Data ale obtained frorn the CRB Corrunoclity Year Book, various

issues, and cover the period 1913-1990.

First, the autocorrelation function of the clata is examined for the presence of non-

stationarity. Figure 2.1 shows that the autocorrelation function of prices before

differencing dies out slowly which is inclicative of non-stationarity. Figure 2.2 shows the

autocolrelation function of prices after the necessary first differencing. Figure 2.2

indicates that first differencing was appropriate to make the series stationary. To filter the

clata from serial clependency, the Box-Jenkins time series rnethod was usecl. Results show

that the following ARIMA is appropriate for the original clata set to rnake residuals of the

rnodel both stationary and without autocoüelation.

(2.7)

Results

pt = 0.ll + 0.22 pr., + -0.22 p,_. +

(t ratios) (0.95) (3.51) (-3.42)

l3

-0.10 p,_, +

(- 1.45)

0.23 p,.,,

(3.s 1)

(2.8)



Significant coefficients in the above model indicate that current price is correlatecl

with past prices, and therefore, not random. While Ljung-Box test results (Table 2.1)

inclicate that residuals are white noise and that the unclerlying clata generating process for

this set of clata is linear, chaos theory suggests further testing of the resicluals for hiclclen

nonlinearity in the data series is necessary.

Grassberger and Procaccia Test Results

Residuals from the above ARIMA rnodel were usecl to calculate the con'elation

integral, C,o,r(s) and the corelation dimensions, cl,n. Brock et aL. (1992, p. 52) suggest that

from a practical point of view, ernbedding dirnensions rn=5, as an upper bouncl, ancl e

ranging from 0.5 to 2 standard cleviations of the data are reasonable choices for cletecting

chaos. The plot of log(C,",r) against the log(e) for v¿rious levels of rn and r are shown

in Figure 2.3. It can be seen that the relationships between tire two variables ale

approximately linear. By regressing the log(C,,,.r(e)) against log(e), the correlatio¡

climensions of the clata for valious levels of ernbedding dirnension, rn, were estimatecl

(Table 2.2). Plot of c1,,, against rn in Figure 2.4 shows that even for m>5, (" is ¡ot

stabilized. Accorcfing to the GP criterion, this rneans that there is no hiclclen non-linearity

or chaos in the data set.

BDS Test Results

Table 2.2 shows the results of the BDS test for ernbedding climensions 2 to 5 ancl

for e ranging frorn 0.5 to 2 standard cleviation of the data normalizecl between 0 ancl 1.

14



Results show that the BDS statistics are within the range of norrnal distribution.

Therefore, the null of IID is not rejected. This is in support of the previous rest that a

line¿u rnoclel can best represent the clata.

Hurst Exponent Test Results

To compute the Hurst exponent, resicluals frorn the AzuMA rnoclel were first

dividect into non-overlapping subseries of length 6 to allow for enough variations for

stanclard cleviation estimates. The R/S statistic was calculatecl for each of these sub-

samples ancl averaged over the sum to obtain the R/S statistics for N = 6. This proceclure

continued for N - 7 up to N = 102. As a result, 97 avenge R/S values conesponcling to

diffelent length of subseries were obtained. The following equation is estirnatecl using

these clata:

log(R/S) =

(t ratios)

The above estimates show that the Hurst component for the clata is 0.56, which is very

close to that of a ranclom series which would be 0.5. Although the above coefficient is

statistically different froln 0.5, Peters (1992) founcl silnilar value for a ranclomly

scralnbled data set. Therefore, the results of this test are again further eviclence of the

linear characteristics of US cattle prices.

- 0.097 + 0.56 log(N)

(-4.31) (42.13)

Chaos theory suggests that seemingly ranclorn variables may come from nonlinear

R2 = 0.94

(2.e)

Conclusion
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clata generating processes. It also suggests that conventional tests and rnethocls such as

those of market efficiency rnay fail to iclentify such subtle nonlinearities. If this is the

case, then inferences drawn upon linear models are no longer reliable. This stucly

investigated the relevance of linear model for the case of rnonthly US cattle prices by

exarnining the residuals of the fittecl linear rnodel for the hiclden nonlinearities.

However, results of the three tests inclicate that the clynarnics of price behavior are

linear and are not chaotic. Therefore, lineal moclels appeil to be acceptable models for

rnonthly price forecasting in the cattle rnarket. Finally, even though this study founcl the

data to be linear, it follows that it is still reasonable to test whether nonlinear rnoclels such

as neural networks are superior to linear tirne series rnodels such as ARIMA, since neural

networks are less sensitive to traciitional regression error term assulnptions.
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Figure 2.1 Autoconelation Function of Prices before Differencing
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Table 2.1 Ljung-Box Test for the AzuMA Residual Autoconelation.

To Lag

6

12

18

24

30

A probability value greater that 0.05 inclicates that the estirnated rnoclel is a reasonable
representation of the clata generating process for the ARIMA rnodel.

Chi Square

9.24

14.91

n.22

t9.24

23.83

Degrees of Freeclorn

2

8

14

20

26

Probability

0.10

0.06

0.25

0.51

0.s9
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Figure 2.3 Plot of Correlation Dimension versus log(e)

Figure 2.4 Plot" of Correlation Dirnension versus Ernbedding Dirnension
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Table 2.2 BDS Statistics for
r 990.

rn"

2

J

4

5

Filterecl Resicluals of Linear Model, uS cattle prices lg73-

0.50

"Embedding dirnensions.
bconelation clirnensions.4n was equal to 3.10, 3.j1, and 4.19 for rn = 6, j, and g,
respectively.

0.064

0.02s

0.1 1

0.007

This table shows the BDS statistics for clirnensions 2 through 5 ancl for e equal 0.5, l, 1.5,
and 2 standarcl deviations of the residuals from fittecl linear rnoclel to the price series.
Because none are significant, therefore, presence of nonlinear clynarnics is rejectecl i' favor
of relevance of linear lnodels to study these price series.

1.00

elstcl

0.242

0.260

0.200

0.141

1.50

0.306

0.489

0.561

0.s63

2.00

0.26t

0.503

0.661

0.147

d,to

1.040

r.540

2.040

2.530
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Introduction

Artificial neural networks are computational structures basecl on the design of the

human brain. The brain consists of 10tt processing units of clifferent types callecl neurons.

Neurons receive infonnation and process it through a highly cornplex chemical process

and send their outputs to other neurons. The inforrnation processing speed in the neurons

are about one million times slower than current computer gates (Zuracla). Nevertheless,

the human brain is rnore efficient than the fastest computers in processing cornplex tasks

such as visual irnages and speech recognitions because of parrallel processing with so

many neurolls. It appears that lnassive par'allel processing in neural networks can perfonn

certain tasks which conventional computers cannot perform.

CHAPTER 3

NEURAL NETWORK THEORY

The objectives of this chapter are to explain the structure of the neural networks,

their capabilities, and their lirnitations in terrns of applications to price analysis ancl

forecasting. In this chapter, a brief history of artificial neural networks is explainecl

followed by netwolk topology and its various components. This is followecl by cliscussion

of neural network transfer functions, which have an irnportant role in learning. Next,

different types of lealning rnethods are cliscussecl followed by a section on generalization

ancl out of sarnple forecasting ability of neural networks. Finally, statistical aspects of
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neural networks ancl how they are related to the conventional regression analysis are

cliscussed in the last section.

History of Neural Networks

The first formal attempt to unclerstand ancl to rnoclel the cornplex system of the

human brain originated frorn the work of McCulloch and Pitts in 1943. They proposecl

a sirnple rnodel of neurons that acts as binaly threshold units (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. McCulloch-Pitts Moclel of Brain Neurons

The inputs to this moclel are either zero or one. The incorning inputs in the above model

are weightecl ancl sutnmecl over the weights and ale classified accorcling to a step function.

If the sum of weighted inputs is greater than or equal to some threshold level, the output

would be one and zero otherwise. i.e.

and

O(t+l)=1 iflw,x, >0

22
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where x, is input, w, is weight ancl 0 is the threshold.

O(t+l¡=6 ifLw,x, <0

McCulloch and Pitts proved that in principal, a collection of these neurons

connectecl by proper weights are capable of universal cornputations. "This ûìeans that it

can perform any computation that an ordinary digital computer can, though not

necessarily so rapidly or conveniently." (Hertz et a1.) To aclclress the process of arriving

at the right weights in the above model, Hebb (1949) proposed a learning lnethod now

known as the "Hebbian learning rule." This rule essentially states that the weight between

an input unit and its corresponcling output unit should be strengthen (increase) if the two

units are both firing, i.e. ate on. In conffast, the weight shoulcl be decreased if either of

theln are off. Later, Rosenblatt (1958) used these ideas to build a trainable rnachine, the

percepffon, which was capable of learning to classify certain tasks.

The great optirnisrn created by the above ancl other works clied in 1969 when

Minsky ancl Papert provecl that perceptron cannot classify nonlinear tasks. Neural

networks did not receive new attention until around 1985 when the method of back-

propagation (BP) was introducecl by the PDP group (Rurnelhalt et a1.). Rurnelhart et al.

showecl that BP methocl can classify nonlinear tasks as well as linear ones. Since then,

thele has been an increase in research and applications in the area of artificial neural

networks. HoweveL, research in economics, finance, and forecasting using neural networks

is relatively new (Trippi 1992).

(3.2)
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Topology of Neural Networks

Neural networks consist of a collection of inputs ancl processing units callecl

neurolls. The neurons are arrayecl in interconnectecl layers known as the input layer,

hidden layer(s), ancl the ouþut layer, which represents the variable to be forecastecl. These

neurons are connected to each other through connection sffengths called weights. Unlike

the hiclden or ouÞut layer neurons, input layer neurons only receive the infonnation and

clo not process it. The system as a whole receives information, processes it through the

neurons and then clistributes its output. In acldition to the processing neurons, there is a

bias nocle connected to the processing units in the hidden ancl output layers. Liput of the

bias neuron is always +1 ancl its presence gives more flexibility to the neural network for

classifying nonlinear problerns.

The number of neurons in the input layer, as well as in the output layer are

cletennined by the nature of the problern and the theory which addresses that ploblern. As

an example, assulne that the following function represents a dynarnic demand function:

where q, is demand at tirne t, y, is incorne, po,, is own price, p,,, is price of substitute, and

g,-, iS clemand one periocl laggecl. To put this in a neural network context, 4 input neurons

are neeclecl to represent the inputs and one is needed for the output neuron.

As of now, there is no stanclard rule fol the number of hidden neulons. Baily ancl

Thornpson suggests that the number of hidden neurons be at75o/a of the input neurons.

Figure 3.2 shows the topology of a feedforward neural network corresponcling to the

above rnoclel with 3 hiclclen neurons.

Q, = .f (Y,, Po,,, P,.,, Q,-l) (3.3)
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ln figure 3.2, inputs are weighted and sent to the processing units in the next layer.

At the processing stage, each neuron sums its weightecl input, classifies it accorcling to

a tlansfer function, and sends its ouþut to all hidden units in the next layer. Therefore,

output of a processing neuron 'j' is given by

Output = f(Net) = .f(surn of weightecl input)

i.e.

o, =.f(Iw¡ix, + w¡oß¡) e.4)

whele o, is the ouþut, f is a fiansfer function, w,i is weight between input i ancl neuron

j, x, is input i, and w¡o is weight between the bias neuron f3, and the processing neuron j.

Figure 3.2 A Feedforward Neural Network

Bias

Ouþut

Bias

Ouþut Layer

Hidden Layer

Inputs

Input Layer
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Transfer Functions

Transfer functions, also known as activation, thresholcl, or squashing functions, are

functions which detennine the ouçut of processing neurons. Transfer functions are either

linear or nonlinear. In line¿r Iansfer functiorls, output is sirnply a linear rnultiple of the

inputs. As a result, they are not useful for nonlinear rnapping ancl classification.

Figures 3.3-3.6 show four types of popular ffansfer functions inclucling step

functions, rarnping functions, sigrnoid functions, and tanh function. The first two transfer

functions are useful for inputs and outputs which have binary values, or, rnore generally,

ale discrete. For example, they can be used in discrete choice models in which the

clependent variable is not continuous.

In case of continuous inputs ancl ouþuts models, sigrnoicl ancl tanh functions are

coûìrnon approaches. Because of their differentiability, they exhibit many desirable

properties for training ancl rninimization of the enor in the network. The output of a

processing unit with sigrnoicl function is given by

flnet) = flx,w) =

where x ancl \ry are as clefined above and net

Sirnilarly, the ouþut of a processing

by

| + exç{-nct)

tanhQtet) =

is the sum of weightecl inputs.

neuron with tanh transfer function is given

en¿, _ e-ucî

e ilct + e-net

(3.5)
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Figure 3.3 Step Transfer Function

Figure 3.4 Rarnping Transfer Function
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Figure 3.5 Sigmoid Transfer Function

Figure 3.6 Tanh Transfer Function
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Neural Network Learning

Artificial neural networks are clifferent from conventional programs in the sense

that they learn to solve problems. Learning in neural networks takes place by acljusting

weights such that the cleatecl set of weights can rnap inputs to the output(s). There are

two ways of acljusting the weights, supervisecl and unsupervisecl learning. In supervisecl

learning, the network is presented with both input pattems ancl the clesirecl output pattems.

Therefore, the network can compare its results with the desired ouÞuts ancl to minirnize

the error. In unsupervised learning, the output patterns are not clefinecl ancl the network

tries to classify the input patterns accorcling to the features inherent in the inputs.

Supervised neural networks are the rnost colnlnon for time series precliction.

Neural networks can also be classified accorcling to the direction of flow of

infolmation frorn the input layel to the output layer. This flow is either feeclforwarcl, or,

feedforward and feeclbackward, which is callecl biclilectional or recurrent. [n biclilectional

netwolks the states of neurons are sirnultaneously cletennined. On the othel hancl, in

feeclforwarcl networks, inputs ale fed into the network ancl in passing through the system,

the output is determined.

Backpropagation(BP) networks are a class of feedforward neural networks with

supervisecl learning rules which have been successfully usecl for pattern recognition ancl

classification problerrs. BP calculates the error signals from the last layer by

backpropagating thern along the path of steepest decent in the network. There are several

ways of acljusting the weights based on the above calculated network errors. Stanclarct BP

ernploys an optitnization method called the gradient decent rnethocl to lnap the i¡put
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patterns to the ouþut patterns. A more advanced rnethod, conjugate gradient rnethod,

extends the original BP rnethod by searching along all clirections for rninirnizing the

errors. Both rnethods are explained in the following subsections.

Standarcl B ackpropctgation Methocl (Gradient Descent)

Define the jth neuron's squiued error as (Rurnelhart et a1.)

where d, is the clesh'ed output of unit j and o,

The weight change for any neuron should be

frorn that neuron on the error. i.e.

^òEAw.. = -Ct-
òv'¡i

where cr is the learning rate which determines

òt, òE ðnet,
= -__òu,.. ànet. òu,.

JL J JI

E=7(d.-o.\z
2.J J'

(3.e)
Sirnilarly, the contribution of weighted surn of inputs to the output error from any neuron,

denotecl by ôi, is given by

(3.7)

is output produced by the network.

proportional to the irnpact of the weight

and

(3.rJ)

the rnagnititue of weight changes and

therefore

õ; = (r, - o,)f'/ ,(rrct,)
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For the hiclden unit lt connected to the neuron k, the õ,, is given by

P=Ð PY=Iõ*,,*,òo., 7 ònetr òn, ?
(3.13)

The above relationships gives a recursive proceclure for weight acljustments in the

network. Practically, in rnulti-layer networks with continuous transfer functions ancl one

hiclden layer the above methocl is translatecl into the followirlg steps (Zurada):

Step 1. Weights are initialized at small random values to avoicl rnaking symmeffic

changes.

Step 2. Training step starts by cornputing the output, f(net).

Step 3. The difference betweenf(net) ancl the clesired output, error, is calculatecl:

where E is the en'or, dn is the vector of desired outputs, and oo is

Step 4. Enor signal vectors ôo ancl ôn of hidden layer ancl output

6,,r = Il2(do - o)(l - o2)or

õn; = I l2h¡( I -h)Zõ,,0u'0,

Step 5. Output layer weights are acljustecl.

Step 6. Hiclclen layer weights are adjustecl.

E=1122(clr-or)2

Step 7. tf E is less than or equal to the tolerance level, the training cycle is cornpletecl.

If E is greater than the specified level then a new training cycle is initiatecl by going to

the step 2.

The learning speecl in BP can be increased without leading to oscillation. This is

achieved by rnodifying the BP learning rule to inclucle a molnentum term (McClellancl

and Rurnelhart). The rule is

(3.r4)

the network's outputs.

layel ale calculated:

(3.15)

(3.16)
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where subscript n denotes the presentation number, e is the lealnin g rate (the speecl by

which weights are changed), õp, is error, p, is the output of transfer function, ancl cr is

molnentum terrn which determines how past weight changes should affect the current

weight changes.

AWr(n+l) = e(õr¡ar) + uW,/n)

C o njugate Grctdient Method

Training a network can be described as rnoving down an error surface which takes

place by weight adjustrnents during the learning phase. The rnagnitucle of weight

acljustrnents in the standarcl BP clepencls on the learning rate and rnornenturn factol.s

selected by the researchers. Selecting a high learning rate may cause the network to jurnp

froln one sicle of the error surface to the other side ancl never reach the rninirnurn point.

On the other hand, a low learning rate slows down the tlaining ancl rnay cause the

network to be trapped in nearest minima. The conjugate gradient rnethocl usecl in this

study is an irnprovernent over gradient clescent tnethod in the sense that it explores the

tninimization of the network error in all possible clirections ancl guarantees the

convergence to the local rninirna. Moreover, it cloes not require the researcher to set the

learning rate ancl molnentuln factors.

The conjugate gradient rnethod (CG) constructs a set of n directions which are all

conjugate to each other along the minimization direction u such that rninimization

subclirections u,'s are not interfering. The Fletcher-Reeves version of CG lnethocl is as

follows (Krose ancl Srnagt). Consider the function f(x) to be minirnizecl as

(3.t7)
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approximatecl by the Taylor series expansion:

r(x) = rv) *Ð#, _ i+ftr,
or

where ' denotes transpose and b : -Vfln and A is a synunenic positive definite Hessian

tnatrix of the second partial derivatives of f(x) at p. A change in x results in the change

.f(x) : (112) x' A x - b' x + c

in the graclient of f(x) as

ô(Vf(x)) = A (ôx)

When .f(x) is to be minirnizecl along a direction u,, the perpenclicularities of the graclients

ensure that moving along u,*, does not irnpair rninimization along u,. In such case u, ancl

ui+r are said to be conjugate. This is tlue when the following equation holcls:

ü¡ = ui (gi*r - B,*r) = u'iõ(Vf(x)) = u',Au,*, (3.21)

Starting the minilnization at any point results in new points until all possibilities are

exhaustecl ancl the rninirnization is completed.

(]eneralization and Out of Sample Prediction

The power of neural networks lies in their ability to generalizethe regularities in

the training set to unseen pattems. Genelalization is the idea that a moclel basecl upon a

sarnple of a population should be suitable for forecasting the general population. For tirne

series data, a sarnple or paft of the data is typically usecl to fit the moclel. If proceclures

are correct, the lnoclel can then be usecl to forecast the general population which is callecl

'out of sarnple prediction' and is the data in the future to be forecastecl. Network training

JJ

(3.18)

(3.1e)
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can be described as fincling a matrix of weights through sarnple training that when appliecl

to unseen patterns out of sarnple in the population, will produce the desirecl outputs. The

generalization ability of multi-layer feedforward networks comes from the hiclclen units

in these networks. Whether this potential can be realized clepencls on the quality of clata

and piuatneters of the network selected at the ffaining phase. Too srnall a number of

hiclclen units or too large a tolerance rate prevents the network from properly learning the

patterns. On the other hand, too many hidden units or too srnall a tolerance rate at the

training phase result in the network memodzing patterns rather than learning thern for

generalization. Memorizing patterns is similar to overfitting a curve to a set of points.

Figure 3.7 depicts exarnples of a good fit ancl an overfittecl curve to a set of clata.

Figure 3.7 Out of Sarnple Forecasts by Appropriate versus Overfittecl Moclels

Forecast Enor

(a)

Good Fit

The above figure shows that although all points in
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Forecast Enor

(b)

Overfitted

(b) are capturecl by the curve, it lost



the power of capturing the trencl in the data. As a result, it will procluce a higher error in

predicting point a point out of sample, cornpar-ed with (a).

Statistical Aspects of Neural Networks

In most real world problerns the ffue relationships between variables are not

known and so attempts are made to find rnoclels whish best fit the clata. Supervisecl neural

networks are sfunilar to conventional regression analysis in the sense that both try to fincl

the best fit for the function y = f(X), by rninirnizing the model,s error given by

E=Y-Í(X) Q.22)

Linear reglession rnoclels rnay be viewecl as a feedforwarcl network with no hiclclen layers

and linear transfer functions in the output neurons. Rernoving the hiclclen layer in the

figure 3.2 wlll create a network that corresponds to a linear regression moclel with four

explanatory valiables and one output. The output of this network is given by:

y =f3o + f3,x, + ßrx, + f3,x., + ßux., (3.23)

where xi are inputs, IJ¡ (i=1 ,..,4) are inputs to output weights, ancl ßo is the bias tetm's

weight. Since the bias always has a value of 1, therefore, its weight has the same lole as

the constant term in a regression model. Sirniiarly, networks with hiclclen layers resernble

nonlinear regressiorr models ancl for one hidden layer are given by

y = G(E qG(E T¡I)) =,f(x,Q)j=0 l=0

where G is the transfer functions in the hidden and the output layers in the
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network, h is the number of neurons in the hiclden layer, rn is the nurnber of input units,

f3, are the connection weights between output neurons to hiclden neurons, T¡i are the

connectioll weights between hidclen neurons and input neurons, anct Q clenotes all

connection weights in the network.

A clifference between neural networks ancl regression moclels is that in the latter

case, certain assumptions regarcling the clistribution of error terms rnust holcl. Moreover,

in regression models, whether lineal or nonlinear, it is irnplicitly assumecl that inputs are

mappecl into the outputs via the selectecl functional fonns. But in the neural networks,

these assutnptions are not required. Several studies (Hetch-Nielsen; Hornik et al.; ancl

Stinchcornbe arlcl White) show that feedforward networks with at least one hiclclen layer

belong to a class of flexible functional forms which clo not make any assumption about

the distribution of variables concerned or the underlying functional fonn in the clata

generating process. They showecl that the above networks with a lalge enough number of

hidden units, are accurate universal approxirnators to any function of x.

A disadvantage of neural networks in cornparison with regression rnodels is their

lack of explanation. Regression analysis can identify the contribution of each incliviclual

input in determining the ouþut ancl also can give some measures of conficlence about the

estilnated coefficients. On the other hand, currently there is no theoretical or practical way

of accurately interpreting the weights in neural networks. Relatively lower value weights

clo not necessarily mean that the corresponding inputs have lower contribution to the

output and vice versa (Masters).

Asicle frorn assigning irnportant judgements to the inputs with low or high
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connection weights, inputs with insignificant contribution for cletennining the output must

eventually have weights which tend to zero. But, how close to zero "is insignificant", is

a matter of statistical examination. This examination has impofiant irnplications for

optimal network architecture especially when the network or the training patterns are large

and cornplex. For example, speecl of training can be increasecl by removing insignificant

inputs or hidden units whose weights are not significantly clifferent from zero. The above

ploblern can be addressed by defining the goal of neural network training as fincling a set

of optirnal weights which minirnize a perfonnance rneasure À over an entire weight space

(White l9c)2). i.e.,

rnin 1.(r.r,) = n-'f,(y, - f(xil,))z2
r=l

where ¡¿ is the training sarnple size, y, is

the surunation clenotes the loss function

e(y, o) = (y - o)'

where y is the desilecl output vector ancl

White(1992) showed thar the solution

clistribution of

the desirecl output, f is the network output, ancl

frorn the error rninilnization problern give by:

(3.26)

o is vector of the network's output.

to 3.25 has a limiting rnultivariate nonnal

,lu(*,, - v,*) - N(0, C.)

where w,, is the network's weights vector, w. is the true optirnal weights, ancl C. is the

(3.2s)

3t

(3.27)



asymptotic covariance rnaffix of the network'

it follows that

t1.t4,,/ S'1Sd,,S /)-tsw,, -) Xnz

where S is a h x i natix of ranclom numbers; /z is the number of hiclclen units ancl i

corresponcls to the number of input of hidden neurons under pruning. Equation 3.28 states

that under the null hypothesis of irrelevant input neurons or hiclclen neurons, the above

scaler has a X2 clistribution with /z clegrees of freecloln.

s weights after training. Frorn equation3.27

Conclusion

Neural networks are powerful rnethods which possess flexible functional form

properties. Therefore, they are useful rnodels for forecasting purposes especially when the

underlying data generating processes are unknown. However, the appropriate clesign of

the network's architecture and learning rules are crucial for obtaining satisfactory results.

Despite their powerful generalizanon and out of sarnple properties, neural network clesign

and architecture suffers froln a lack of detailed explanation ancl comprehensive theory.

Therefore, the final results are sornewhat subjective ancl involve sorne trial ancl error.

Also, for complex aricl large problerns, the cornputation costs are an irnportant factor.

However, statistical theory can offer some suggestions for clesigning optirnal network

architecture and reclucing the above costs.

(3.28)
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CFTAPTER 4

A COMPARIS()N OF'NÐ{JR.Atr, NET'WORK ANÐ TIME SERTES MOÐEI,S
FOR FOR.ECASTING COMMODxTY FRtrCÐS: MODEL X

Introduction

Plice folecasting is an integral palt of comnodity tracling ancl plice analysis.

Quarttitative accuracy with srnall enors along with turning point forecasting power ale

both irnpoltant in evaluating forecasting models. Numerous stuclies have founcl that

univariate titne series, such as Box-Jenkins ARIMA moclels, are as accurate as lalger

econolnefic rnodels such as vector autoregressive rnodels lBessler ancl Brandt; Dolfrnan

and Mclntosh; and Hauis ancl Leutholcl]. Recent developments in the stucly of neulal

networks show that feedforwalcl neulal netwolks ale nonlinear universal rnapping

structures that can approximate any albitrary function (Cybenko; Hecht-Nielsen; Hornik

et al.). Thelefole, such a flexible rnoclel rnay be superior to ARIMA rnodels especially for

nonlinear tirne series data. But even if data is linear as was founcl in chapter two, ARIMA

rnoclels rnay be at a clisadvantage to neulal network lnodels since they lequire restlictive

reglessiort assumptions regarding the enor tenn, including the zero lrearì ancl constant

variance and the assutnption of being independent of explanatory variables, in olcier- to

be valid fol rnodelling the pr'ice behavior'. Neural network moclels are less sensitive to

violations of these assurnptions.

The objective of this study is to examine whethel neural netwolk moclels can
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ouÞerfonn traditional ARIMA rnoclels in forecasting commoclity prices. Specifically, a

neural network is usecl to forecast US cattle prices. We then compare the results with the

ARIMA rnodel as a bench mark. The remainder of the chapter is organizecl as follows.

The traclitional univariate tilne series approach to forecasting is describecl followecl by the

neural network architecture and analysis. Evaluation methods for comparing the two

forecasting approaches ancl data and forecast procedures ale then discussecl, with results

obtained frorn the ARIMA ancl neural network forecasts. In conclusion, overall evaluation

and cornparison of two techniques is presented.

ARIMA Time Series Model

Dorfinan ancl Mclntosh suggest that "sffuctural econornetrics may not be superior

to tilne series techniques even when the structural modellers are given the elusive true

tnodel." Therefore, a common approach to forecasting is the Box-Jenkins tirne series

approach which is usecl here for cornparison with neural networks. It has attractecl

resealchers because it is a parsimonious approach which can represent both stationary and

non-stationary stochastic processes (Harvey). It is usecl here to builcl an Autoregressive

lntegrated Moving Avelage model (AzuMA) which aclequately represents the clata

generating process. The basic Box-Jenkins rnodel has the following form:

where y, is a stationary stochastic process with non-zero rnean , c[,u is constant term, ancl

e, is a white noise disturbance terrn. The second and third terms in the right hancl sicle of

equation 4.7 are autoregressive ancl rnoving average parts of the rnoclel. Equation 4.1 is
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denoted by ARIMA(p,cl,q) in which "d" stancls for the number of clifferencing perfonnecl

on y, before estitnating the above model. Box-Jenkins methocls involves the followi¡g

four-step iterative cycle:

(i) rnodel iclentification,

(ii) rnoclel estimation,

(iii) diagnostic checking, ancl

(iv) forecasting with the final model

Forecasting with the estilnated rnodel is basecl on the assumption that the estilnatecl

rnodel wilÌ hold in the horizon for which the forecasts are macle. The AR part of the

rnodel indicates that the future values of y, are weighted averages of the current ancl past

realizations. Sirnilarly, the MA part of the rnodel shows how current ancl past ranclom

shocks will affect the future values of y,.

The Neural Network Approach

Neural networks, or parallel distributed processing, are cornputational sÍuctures

rnodeled on the gross structure of the brain (Hecht-Nielsen 1988). Neural networks are

powerful methods for pattern recognition, classification, ancl precliction. As far its

application to econornics is concerned, they have been plirnarily usecl to aclclress financial

econotnics problems. Typical applications in finance have incluclecl rnortgage risk

assessment, econotnic prediction, risk rating of exchange-tradecl fixed-income investrnents,

portfolio selection/diversification, simulation of market behavior, inclex consÍuction, anc{

iclentification of explanatory economic factors (Trippi and Desienco). For example, the
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US government in 1989 "ernbarked on a five-year, multi-rnillion clollar program for neural

network reseatch, but financial services organizations have been the principal sponsors

of research in neural network applications." (Trippi ancr Desieno).

There are a number of studies in which, along with conventional methocls, neural

networks are used to address financial economic problerns (c.f., Schoneburg; Karnijo ancl

Tanigawa; Kimoto and Asakawa; Stephens et al; oclorn and sharcla; Surkan ancl

Singleton; Hoptroff et al; Tarn and Kiang; Trippi ancl Desieno). For instance, Surkan ancl

Singleton found that the neural network rnoclel outperfonns the "multivariate cliscrirninate

analysis" (MDA) for bond rating. In their stucly, the neulal network moclel proviclecl 8Bølo

coüect olassification compared with, at most, 56.60/o by the MDA rnethocl. Oclom ancl

Sharda set up both MDA and neural network moclels for preclicting bankruptcy for various

cornpanies listecl in the V/all Street Journal. They also founcl that neural networks were

over 20o/o tnore accurate that the MDA.

Halquist and Schrnoll set up a neural network moclel to preclict trencls in the S&p

500 inclex. They found that the rnoclel was able to predict trencls 670/o of the tirne. Trippi

and DeSieno cotnpaled a neural network basecl trading sffategy in S&P 500 Inclex futures

with passive buy ancl hold strategy. They founcl that the neural network rnoclel strongly

outperfonned buy and hold sffategy by as high as228o/o, even afterinclusion of brokerage

charges.

Evaluation Methods

Three criteria will be usecl to make comparison between the precliction power of
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time series rnodel and the neural network rnodel. The first is mean squarecl error, MSE,

which ffIeasures the overall performance of a rnoclel. The fonnula for MSE is

MSE = Lre, -
T

Where P, is the precìictecl

number of predictions.

The seconcl criterion is the absolute mean error, AME. It is a rneasure of average

error for each point forecast macle by the two methocts. AME is given by

A,)'

(4.2)
value for tilne t, A, is the actual value at tirne t, ancl T is the

While MSE and AME are good measures of cleviation of preclictecl values frorn

the actual values, they clo not say much about the power of rnoclels in preclicting the

turning points. Fol tnany ü'aders and analysts the market clilection ancl turning poirlts are

as impoltant as the value forecast itself. "In these rnarkets, money can be rnacle sirnply

by knowing the direction in which the series will move" (Mclntosh & Dorfinan). A

AME=(tlT)I,IP,_A,t

correct turning point forecast requires:

sign(P, - Ar,) = sig¡({, - 4",)

Ability of a mociel to forecast the turning

methocl clevelopecl by Curnby ancl Moclest which is

test is as follows:

define a forecast va¡iable F, and an actual clirection variable A, such that

A,=1 if AA,>0 ancl A,=0 if AAr<0

F,=l if AP,>0 ancl F,=0 if AP,<0

(4.3)

(4.4)

points can be measured by a third

a version of Merton's test. Merton's
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where Â4, is the amount of change in actual variable between time t-l ancl t ancl Áp, is

the amount of change in the forecasting variable for the same periocl.

The probability rnatrix for the forecastecl direction of changes in the actual value

conditional upon the cli'ection of changes in the forecasting variable F, is

Pr=Prob[F,=Ql[,=Q]

I - P, = Prob[F, = llA, = 0]

Pz=Prob[F,=114,=11

I-Pr=Prob[F,=014,=1]

ln other wotds, (4.7) and (4.9) ale the probability that the forecastecl clirection have

actually occurrecl and (4.8) and (4.10) are probabilities of wrong forecasts.

By assurning that the rnagnitucle of changes in F, ancl A, are inclepenclent,

Merton(1981) showed that a necessaly ancl sufficient conclirion of market tirning ability

is that

P,(t)+Pr(Ð>l Ø.tt)

the forecastet on average has to be right in more than half of the tirne the forecasts

rnade. So the null hypothesis to be tested is

Ho: Pt+Pz-l<0

YJ

l.e.

are

Ht: P,*Pz-l>0

Curnby and Modest showed that the above hypothesis can

regression equation:

X,=Uo+A.,A,+e,

(4.1)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)
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where:

x,

^, 't

cçt

a1

ancl an c{,r

is the change in actual price fi'orn previous period at tirne t

is the realizecl price direction variable definecl in (4.5)

is the error terrn,

=Pt*Pr-1,

significantly clifferent from zero is needed to prove the forecasting ability.

Data and Forecast Procedure

Monthly cornrnodiry prices ($/cwt¡ of US catrle (900-1100 lb) rraclecl in Ornaha

are used to test the prediction power of the two approaches. Data ¿ue obtainecl frorn the

CRB Comrnoclity Year Book, various issues, and cover the periocl 1913-1987. Monthly

data from 1973 through 1986 are used to estimate the time series moclel. The estimatecl

coefficients are then used to forecast cattle prices out of sarnple ancl twelve steps aheacl

without updating. The forecasted values ¿ue then cornparecl with the actual prices for

1987. The same monthly data, l9l3-1986, are also usecl for training ancl testing the neural

network ancl to predict rnonthly cattle prices out of sample in 1987.

ARIMA Time Series Results

Identification and estirnation results

Results of the iclentification step suggest that the ARIMA rnoclel below can best

represent the price behavior for the period of study. The maxilnum likelihoocl estimate of

the rnoclel producecl:
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yt= 0.09644 + 0.25228y,, - 0.27087y,_, - 0.18760y,,

T statistics in parentheses show that all coefficients are significant other than the constant

term. Howevet, since the lnean is not subtractecl from differencecl clata, therefore, the

constant term is kept in the rnodel for the forecasting step.

(0.5e) (3.4e)

Diagnostic checking

Sarnple autocorrelation plots of estimatecl resicluals fall within the two stanclarcl

error bands (figure 4.1) and suggest rernaining serial clependence is minirnal.

(-3.61) (-2.48)

Figure 4.1 Plot of Resicluals AutocorreÌation after Differencing
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This inclicates a white noise error term in the estimatecl rnoclel ancl proper rnoclelling

proceclure in that all infonnation has been extractecl from the error terms. Ljung-Box test

statistics reported in Table 4.1 show that all estirnatecl probabilities are greater than l0o/o.

Therefore, equation 4.13 can be considered as an acceptable representation of clata

generating process for the ARIMA rnoclel.

Forecasting results

Results of tirne series forecasts using equation 4.13 are shown in Table 4.2.

Results show mean squarecl errors of 36.19 for the ARIMA rnoclel. Absolute lnean errors

inclicatecl that forecasted prices by ARIMA were as much as 5.33 clifferent frorn the actual

prices. Results also show a 8.lo/o forecasting error.

Neural Network Results

Network alchitecture

A rnulti-layer feedforwarcl neural network with one hiclclen layer was set up (figure

4.2). To make the cornparison with the tirne series models, twelve lags of the clata series

were assutrlecl to be sufficient as inputs to the network to forecast prices. At the training

stage, various numbers of neurons in the hidden layer were exarnined. The best in sarnple

results were procluced by nine neurons in the hidden layer. The output layer hacl one

neurorl which was set up to output the prices. With the above specifications, it took 2666

iterations to train the network.
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Forecastins with the ffained network

To do forecasting out of sample, 12 rnonths of 1986 prices were fecl into the

trained network as inputs to forecast the first month of 1987 out of sarnple. To forecast

the second month of 1987, the forecasted price for the first lnonth replacecl one of

previous inputs, the first one, and a new forecast was obtainecl without training the

network. i.e. at the forecasting stage no training took place ancl no prices frorn actual

l98l data, other than the network's own forecasts were fecl into the network. This process

of forecasting and recursively substituting continueci until all 12 months out of sarnple

forecasts of 1987 prices were obtained.

Results of the neural network forecasts are shown in Table 4.2. Results show that

the MSE was 7.99, which is over 450o/o lower than 36.19 for the ARIMA.

Evaluation and Comparison

Quantitative evaluation

In terms of quantitative forecasts, Table 4.2 results clearly show that the ARIMA

rnodel is outperfolrned by neural network. The absolute mean error for the ARIMA is

5.33 while this same error rneasure is much lower at 1.84 for the neural network

forecasts. [n percentage terrns, the last two columns of Table 4.2 show that neural

networt errors were three tilnes lower than ARIMA.

Turning point evaluations

Plots of the two forecasts along with the actual prices are shown in Figure 4.3. A
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graph of the actual prices shows that in 1987 there were four turning points in months 1,

5, 8, and 10. Figure 4.3 shows that only one of the four turning point, month 5, was

predictecl by ARIMA. On the other hancl, rhe neural network was able to preclict almost

all of them. However, the neural network macle a rnistake by preclicting one aclclitional

turning point between months 6 ancl 8 which cricr not materialize.

The fonnal statistical test of turning points for both moclels is performect by

estimating equation 4.12 above and results, (aftel acljusting for autoconelation), are shown

in Table 4.3. The t ratio of slope coefficient, cr,, for rhe ARIMA rnoclel shows that it is

not statistically clifferent fi'om zero. This irnplies that for the periocl of 1987 the ARIMA

lnoclel hacl extremely lirnitecl turning point forecasting power. On the other hancl, for the

neural network preclictions, cr, is highly significant ancl clifferent from zero. This eviclence

suppofts the turning point forecasting power of neural network in aclclition to acculate

price level forecasts.

Conclusion

The traclitional view in economics is that market prices are random ancl that past

prices cannot be used as a guide for the price behavior in the future. This stucly usecl a

neural network approach by examining comlnoclity prices using US cattle prices. Results

show successful price forecasting frorn past prices that coulcl not be capturecl by the

traditional time sedes models. They indicate that feeclforwarcl neural network rnoclels have

the ability to both identify ancl forecast the tirne series exarninecl here with quantitative

and qualitative accuracy. As well, the neural network forecasts were consiclerably rnore
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accurate than those of the traditional AzuMA models, which was usecl as a bench mark.

Finally, the neural network results conform to the theoretical proofs that a feedforwarcl

neulal network with only one hidden layer can precisely ancl satisfactoriiy approximate

any coritinuous fuuctioll.

Figure 4.2 Neural Network Price Forecasting Moclel

Forecast

Pt

Ouþut Layer

Pçz

Lagged Prices

Input Layer
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Table 4.1 Ljung-Box Test for the AzuMA Resiclual Autocorrelarion, 1914-1986.

To Lag

6

t2

18

24

30

A probability value greater that 0.05 indicates that the estimated rnoclel is a reasonable
representâtion of the data generating process for the AzuMA rnoclel.

Chi Square

5.41

t2.92

17.10

2r.90

23.89

Degrees of Freeclom

J

c)

15

2l

27

Probability

0.14

0.11

0.31

0.4r

0.64
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Table 4.2 Results of US Monthly Cattle Price Forecasts by the ARIMA ancl Neural
Network, 1987.

Month Actual Forecasts

ARIMA NN-

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

l2

58.19

6r.02

61.58

66.3

10.66

68.83

6s.8

64.5

64.81

64.81

64.2

63.93

59.1

s8.6

s8.7

58.8

59.2

59.1

59.4

59.5

59.9

60

60. r

60.1

Sq. Errors

ARIMA NN

59.6

59.9

61.4

62

64

63.6

6s.6

64.7

65.3

63.9

63.5

62.6

0.90 0.66

6.05 t.37

8.29 0.04

56.25 18.75

l3 l. 10 44.89

95.65 26.94

40.10 0.03

24.10 0.03

23.72 0.23

22.75 0.85

t6.s6 0.44

14.82 r.72

Abs. Errors

ARIMA NN

Mean

0.95

2.46

2.88

1.5

1t.45

9.18

6.38

4.97

4.87

4.71

4.01

3.85

*Neural 
Network

o/o Enors

ARIMA NN

0.81

t.t7

0.2

4.33

6.1

5. 19

0.18

0.16

0.48

0.92

0.66

1.31

l.60/o

4.0o/o

4.7 o/a

ll.3o/o

16.2o/o

14.2o/o

9.7o/o

7 .7 o/o

J.5o/o

7.4a/o

6.3o/o

6.0o/o

I.4o/o

I.9a/o

0.3o/o

6.5o/o

9.5Va

J.5o/o

0.3o/o

0.2o/o

0.Jo/o

l.4t/o

l.0o/o

2.0o/o

36.19 l.9c) s.33 1.84 8.lo/a 2.J q/o
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Table 4.3 Results of Merton's Test
and Neural Network, 1987.

ARIMA Model
(t ratio)

Neural Network
(t ratio)

.significant 
at 5 percent level; X, = Go + cx,, A, + €,, is turning point test equation.

of Tuming Point Forecasting Power for the ARIMA

o¿o

-0.23
(-0.3e)

-0.84-
(-2.e3)

cx'r

0.8s
(0.62)

2.37.
(2.23)

R2

0.03

0.28
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Figure 4.3 Price Forecasts by the ARIMA ancl Neural Network, 1987.
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A COMPARISON OF NEURAL NETWORK
AND TIME SERIES MODELS FOR FORECASTING

COMMODITY PRICES: MODEL II

Introduction

Regression rnodels are developed on the assumption that variables concernecl are

stationary (Judge et. al.). Violation of this assumption means that some of the clesirable

properties of ordinaly least squares are no longer guaranteecl. On the other hancl, rnost

econotnic variables are not stationary (Dolado et al. 1990) ancl differencing has been a

popular way to lnake time series stationary. However, Engle and Granger (1987) point out

that differencing may cause loss of sorne information containecl in the level prices which

may prove useful in explaining the behavior of the pr-ice series.

A neural network cloes not necessarily require this assumption of stationarity, so

does not suffer frorn this restriction. Therefore, the objective of this section is to compare

the ARIMA rnodel with a neural network rnoclel which uses the same set of clata, but

uses both actual ancl differencecl data as inputs. Since the neural network estimation still

inclucles the trend, no price infonnation is lost by differencing, yet an input variable of

differences is also included to capture changes frorn the trencl.

CHAPTER. 5

Data and Procedure

Monthly cash prices ($/cwt¡ of US cattle (900-1100 lb) rraclecl in Ornaha are usecl

test the prediction powet of the two approaches. Data are obtained from the CRB
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Corunoclity Year Book, various issues, ancl cover the period I974-1990. Monthly clata are

usecl to estilnate the three tirne series lnoclels fron lc)J4 through 1987, 1988, ancl 1989

respectively. The estimated coefficients from each of the above three rnoclels are then

usecl to forecast cattle prices out of sarnple and twelve steps aheacl without upclating. The

forecastecl values frorn the moclels fittecl over 1914-1987,1914-1988, and 1974-1989 are

then cotnpared with the out of sarnple actual prices for 198 8, 1989, ancl I 990 respecrively.

ARIMA Time series Results

Iclentification and Estirnation Results

Results of the identification step suggest that the AzuMA moclels below can best

represent the price behavior over the various periods. The maxilnurn likelihoocl estirnate

of the three models are:

I9l4-1987 rnodel

Yr = 0'12646

(0.7e)

1974-1988 rnodel

Yt = 0'14611

( 1. 18)

1974-1989 rnodel

+ 0.25788y,_,

(3.6e)

0.26293y,., - 0.17033y,,

(-3.63) (-2.34)

yt= 0.1512 +0.26187y,,

( r.06) (3.ee)

+ 0.21051y,,

(3.0e)

T statistics in parentheses show that all coefficients are significant other than the constant
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0.21857y,,

(-3. r0)

0.21488y,0

(-3.01)

0.26205y,, - 0.16774y,,

(-3.84) (-2.44)

0.2lly,-,

(_2.91)

(5.1)

(s.2)

(s.3)



tertns. Howevet, since the means are not subnactecl frorn clifferencecl clata, therefore, the

constant tenns are kept in the rnodels for the forecasting steps.

Diasnostic Checkine

Plots of autocorrelation of estirnatecl residuals were insicle the two stanclarcl e¡ror

bancls. This inclicates a white noise enor term in the estirnatecl rnoclel ancl proper

rnoclelling proceclure in that, by ARIMA's stanclarcls, all inforrnation has been extractecl

from the error tenns. Ljung-Box test statistics reportecl in Table 5.1 show that all

estirnated probabilities are greater than lo/o. Therefore, equation 5.1 to 5.3 can be

consiclerecl as the acceptable representation of data generating plocesses for the ARIMA

models.

Forecastinq Results

Results of Box-Jenkins forecasts using equation 5.1 to 5.3 are shown in Table 5.2.

Results show rootlnean squared enors of 4.3c) for 1988, 2.I0for 1989, ancl 2.30for l.)90

forecasts for the ARIMA moclel. Absolute rnean errors inclicatecl that forecastecl prices by

ARIMA wele on average, $3.56, $1.65, and $i.li for 1gBB, 1989 ancr r990.

Neural Network Results

A rnulti-layer back-propagation neural network with one hidcten layer was set up

(Figure 5.1). To make the comparison with the tirne series moclels, twelve lags of both

actual and differenced prices were assurned to be sufficient as inputs to the network. The

hiclclen layer was set up with 18 neurons, 9 for actual prices ancl 9 for clifferencecl prices.

This is J5q/o of the numbel of neurons in the input layer following Baily ancl Thompson's

suggestion. The output layer had two neurons which were set up to output the current

cattle prices in level and difference formats. The sarne neural network specification were
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used for each moclel over the three yeats.

For forecasting, a moving window of twelve month laggecl prices was createcl. For

the first step the weight tnatrix was appliecl to the twelve month cattle prices in 1987 to

obtain a price forecast for the first rnonth of 1988. Without the network weights being

changed, the forecastecl prices then became part of inputs to the network ancl the last

prices in the previous input series were clropped. The above process of forecasti¡g ancl

back substitutioll continued until all twelve forecasts were macle. Results of neural

network ale shown in Table 5.2. Results show root mean squarecl effors of 1.99 for 1988,

2.98 for 1989, and 1.17 for 1990. Absolute mean errors inclicate thatforecastecl prices by

neural network were on average, $1.53, l;2.11, ancl $0.98 for 1988, 1989 ancl 1990

respectively.

Evaluation and Comparison

Quantitative Evaluation

ln terms of quantitative forecasts, Table 5.2 results show that in 1988 ancl 1990

the neural network outperforrned the ARIMA moclel. In terrns of forecast error, in the

above periocl, the neural network outperforrned the ARIMA moclel by 97q/o to 233o/o.In

terlns of error vatiance, the neural network forecasts' variances were 4 to 5 times lower

than ARIMA's forecasts. In 1989, however, ARIMA forecasts eïrors were on average

$0.52 lower than that of the neural network ancl also hacl lower forecast eror variance.

Turning Point Evaluations

The formal statistical test of turning points

estimating equation 4.12 in the previous chapter ancl
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results are shown in Table 5.3. The



t ratios of slope coefficients, cr,, show that the ARIMA rnoclel clicl not have significant

turning point forecasting power. The negative signs in 1988 ancl 1989 also irnply that the

ARIMA models were even giving wrong signals about the turning points in the above

periods. In contrast, for the neural network predictions the cr, was 0.80 in both 1988 anct

1989 and significantly different from zero. The value of slope pararrìeter shows that the

neural network was correctS0o/o of the tilne. In 1990, forecasts of neither the ARIMA nor

the neural network hacl significant turning point forecasting power. This may be expectecl

if prices were truly stochastic in 1990.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to examine the perforrnance of the neural network

when both actual ancl clifferencecl prices are fed into the moclel ancl compare it to

traclitional Box-Jenkins ARIMA rnethods as a benchmark. The advantage of this rnodel

may be that the price levels pick up the trend in the data while the price clifferences

capture the prices changes around the trend. [n contrast, ARIMA rnodels may lose

valuable price infonnation when data must be clifferenced ancl trends removecl. Results

of this chapter show that plice infonnatioll rnay not be fully capturecl by the traclitional

time series lnodels. Results also inclicate that feeclforwarcl neural network moclels have the

ability to both identify and forecast tirne series examined here with considerable

quantitative and qualitative accuracy. The neural network generally oufperfonnecl the

ARIMA rnoclel in both forecast error and turning point precliction. This supports the

theoretical proofs by Hornik ancl also Hecht-Nielsen that a feeclforward neural network

with only one hiclden layer can approxirnate any continuous function.
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Table 5.1 Ljung-Box Test Results for Autocorrelation of Residuals From The Estirnatecl
ARIMA Mociels.

To Lag

t974_1981

Degrees of Chi Prob.
Freedom Square

6

t2

18

24

30

J

()

l5

21

24

A probability value greater that 0.05 indicates that the estilnatecl moclel is a reasonable
representation of date generating process.

6.08

14.21

18.24

21.44

24.14

0.1r

0.t2

0.25

0.43

0.62

t9t4-1988

chi
Square

0.35

9.25

13.86

t6.21

19.91

Prob.

t9t4-t989

Chi Prob.
Square

0.84

0.32

0.46

0.70

0.80

1.73

t8.13

22.51

24.99

28;7()

0.05

0.03

0.09

0.25

0.37
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Figure 5.1 Topology of the Neural Network Price Folecasting Moclel
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Table 5.2 Results of US
Network, 1988-1990.

Month

Monthly Cattle Price Forecasts by the ARIMA ancl Neural

1 0.68

2 3.06

3 5.60

4 6.62

5 9.11

6 4.48

7 -0.31

8 0.61

I 1.29

1 988

Folecast erroro

ARIMA NN

-0.16

1.15

2.27

2.22

4.92

1.28

-2.61

-1.2c)

-0.82

0.28

0.63

0.70

1 989

Forecast eror

ARIMA

l0

t1

0.11

-0.14

3.0s

2.99

2.78

0.21

-0.84

-0.13

-3.64

-2.75

RMSEb

MAE"

12 4.54

NN

)'7)

3.58

Var'. of errors 6.62

-0.15

-1.70

0.53

0.40

1.11

-0.04

-0.69

-r.33

-5.60

-6.03

1990

Forecast error

oMean prices for 1988, 1989, and 1990 were 1,69.54, î,i2.52, and Í,71.40 (per cwt)
respectively.

bRoot Mean Squarecl Errors.
'Mean of Absolute Errors.

ARIMA

4.39

3.s6

0.48

0.47

2.63

3.65

1.80

-0.03

-0.85

1.01

0.34

1.65

3.19

4.55

NN

1.99

1.53

t.62

-0.61

-1.54

0.38

2.39

1.80

0.81

-0.18

1.23

-0.s6

-0.82

-0.43

-t.04

-0.26 -4.69

2.18 -3.12

2.t0

1.65

L.t I 4.21

2.98

2.11

2.30

r.t]
2.16

r.11

0.98

0.39
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Table 5.3 Results of Merton's Test of Turning Point Forecasting Power for the
ARIMA and Neural Network, 1988-1990.

Year Model

1988 ARIMA

1989 ARIMA

Neural Network 0.0

c[o

1990 ARIMA

Neural Network 0.20

1.00..
(3.54)

t values in parentheses.
.significant 

at 5 percent level. ..significant 
at I percent level; X, = do + cr,r Ar + er is

turning point test equation.

Neural Network 0.40
(1.74)

cx,0

0.40
(1.e1)

-0.20
(-0.07)

0.80.
(2.58)

-0.46
(-1.12)

( 1.s8)

0.40
(1.74)

R2

0.04

0.40

0.80.. 0.70
(4.83)

0.3 r
( 1.0s)

0.31
( l.0s)

0.23

0.10

0.10
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The objective of this stucly was to test whether neural network rnoclels can procluce

lnore accurate out of sarnple forecasts than the bench mark Box-Jenkins ARIMA tirne

series models. Data usecl were US rnonthly cattle prices. Neural networks are

cornputational structures which were developed in cognitive science to rnoclel the function

of the brain. HechrNielsen, Cybenko, and Hornik et al. showecl that single hiclclen layer-

feedforwald neural networks are universal approxirnators which can approximate all clata

generating processes. They have been widely used in engineering ancl computer science

for problerns such as pattern recognition and classification tasks ancl startecl to become

more popular alouncl 1985 when the methocl of back-propagation (BP) was introclucecl by

the PDP group (Rurnelhart et al.). They showecl that the BP method can classify nonlinear

tasks as well as lineal ones. Since then, there has been an increase in research ancl

applications in the area of neural networks. However, research in economics, finance, ancl

forecasting using neural networks is relatively new.

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

Chaos and Nonlinear Tests

Chapter two tested for the presence

prices. The propelties ancl behavior of the

behavior using rnonthly US cattle prices frorn

it is believed that sffuctural change occuned

of chaos and nonlinear dynarnics in cattle

clata were analyzed ancl tested for chaotic

\913-1990. This tirne period was used since

in the market after the early 1970's. Such



tests are important, since the behavior of the data must be understood before appropriate

forecasting rnodels can be constructecl. A chaotic series can be definecl as a series which

appeal's landom but in leality is not landom. Chaotic series are a subset of nonlinear

processes that catrnot be modelecl by linear time series or linear regression models. If

prices are generatecl by nonlinear processes, then lineal rnodels such as AzuMA are no

longer suitable. Therefore, it is necessary to detennine whether ARIMA rnoclels were an

appropriate choice for rnoclelling US cattle prices.

Since the presence of tionlineal ancl chaos in time series usually ale not picked up

by the conventiotlal tests ancl methods, Hurst (Mandelbrot), Grassberger ancl Procaccia,

and Brock et al. have proposed tests which were used here. These tests can pick up

chaotic and subtle nonlinear behavior which conventional tests fail to identify. In such

cases, nonlinear models such as neural networks would be expected to perfonn better than

line¿u' rnodels such as ARIMA. However, the above chaos tests inclicatecl that the

dynarnics of price behavior' was lineal and was not chaotic. Therefole, linear ARIMA

rnodels appeff to be acceptable models for monthly price analysis and forecasting.

HoweveL, even with linear clata, neural networks may have aclvantages over tirne series

rnoclels, which are rnentioned below.

Neural Network Theory

Chapter three explained the structure of neural networks and coverecl the history

of neural netwolks, the topology, h'ansfer functions, lealning algorithrns ancl optirnization,

out of sample prediction, and the statistical aspects of neural networks in relation to

regression analysis and econolnic forecasting ploblems. Although chaos tests inclicatecl

that the clata are linear, neural networks rnay still have aclvantages over ARIMA rnocÌels.
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This is because they do not strictly irnpose the clifferencing requirement on non-stationary

data and they are also less sensitive to violations of t¡aclitional regression assurnptions

than ARIMA models.

However, it was argued that the perforrnance of neural networks for price analysis

depends on the sffucture of the particulil rnodels ancl the learning rules ernployecl. While

the statistical aspects of tirne series and regression models have been investigatecl by

statisticians, neuroscientists have been less concerned with the statistical aspects of neural

networks. Therefore, this study also discussed the lole of statistics in clesigning

cotnputationally efficient neural network rnoclels ancl also reducing their lealning time.

Neural Network Results

Chapter four examined the out of sarnple forecasting power of ARIMA rnoclels

with that of neural network models. The data are first examinecl for stationarity ancl after

proper differencing, ale used to estitnate the time series rnodel. This sarne clifferencecl clata

was used for training a fully connected single hiclclen layer neural network. At the

forecasting stage, each forecasted value was used to perforrn the next step forecast

without re-estirnating the model or re-training the network. Forecasts were exalninecl for

forecast error by using tnean squared errors ancl mean absolute errors criteria. They were

also examined for correct turning point prediction and price clù'ection by using the

Curnby-Modest version of Merton's test so that buying ancl selling performance is taken

into account. Results showed that this model was able to successfully forecast prices out

of sarnple and was about four tirnes rnore accurate than the ARIMA rnoclel. This stucly

also showecl that neural networks were also able to capture a significant number of

turning points in contrast to the traditional ARIMA rnodels.
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Chapter five used both actual price levels and price changes for the neural network

models, in contrast to chapter four which used only actual data. However, since tirne

series lnoclels required differencing and differencing rnay cause loss of information

inherent in the data, this rnay be one clisadvantage of ARIMA rnoclels cornparecl to neural

networks. Since it is believecl that actual clata will capture the ffencl in the clata ancl

clifferencecl clata rnay capture the cleviation around the trend, the neural network rnoclel

used here with actual data and clifferencecl data does not suffer frorn possible loss of price

infonnation due to differencing. Two extra yeals of out of sarnple clata were aclclecl for

this chapter in order to provide an even rnore comprehensive test of out of sample

perfonnance. Results showecl that the above neural networks on average coulcl forecast

price movements with lower lnean square errols ancl lower error va¡iance than ARIMA

methods. The moclels were also able to capture a significant numbers of turning points

in contrast to the ARIMA tirne series rnodels. The turning point test results inclicate that

neural networks have prornising potential for giving buy and sell signals in cornrnoclity

trading where the knowledge of the turning points is crucial. This is consistent with

Hornik et al. and others who have shown theoretically that feedforwarcl neural networks

are universal approxirnators which can approxirnate all data generating processes.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

This stucly showed that neural networks are superior to linear AzuMA time series

rnodels for commodity price forecasting using rnonthly cattle prices for the tirne periocl

analysed. Howevet, neural networks should be applied to other cornlnoclity prices in orcler

to comprehensively establish their effectiveness and accuracy. While this stucly usecl

monthly clata to address forecasting in cornrnodity rnarkets in orcler to avoicl possible noise
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in claily or weekly clata, neural networks shoulcl examine this shorter term clata also to see

how well it can be forecastecl, even though theory suggests that neural networks are

reasonably noise tolerant. Finally, neural networks are complex ancl still at the beginning

stage of theoretical cleveloprnents, so much of what is known about the clesign of the

networks architecture is somewhat lirnited. Consequently, results proclucecl by rreural

networks are often quite subjective due to the uial and enor in clesign, ancl therefore

dependent on the skill of the user. Therefore, further research is also neeclecl in the theory

of neural networks.
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